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.......... .41F •••••••• ,,,llllll.I FTU Okays 
Short Degree 
We Live in the Present, 
By the Past, but 
for the . .. 
Vol 5 No.12 FTU, Orlando, Florida January 12, 1973 An experimental program, that students to receive degrees in a 
Semester 
Poll Set 
BySG 
By Mark Weintz 
will allow a selected number of shortened period of time has been 
approved by the university and will 
begin in September 1973, Dr. C. B. 
Gambrell, vice president for 
academic affairs announced this 
week. 
The program, according to Dr. 
Phil Taylor, faculty senate 
president, will allow 100 high 
school graduates "who score 400 or 
up on the Florida 12th Grade Test 
to waive as many as 45 required 
hours. They couJd conceivably get a 
degree for as few as 135 hours of 
work." 
Student Government President A recommendation to the 
Steve Adamick said he will call for university to adopt this program 
a special referendum in February to was-made by the Faculty Senate at 
poll students concerning the its December 5 meeting. 
proposed change to a semester A c c o r d i n g t o t h e 
calendar. r e c o m m e n d at i o 'n , ' ' Th is 
Adamick said, "This is one of experimental program will be 
the few topics to come along about limited ·to the best qualified 100 
which I have no idea how students students beginning in the fall of 
feel Personally I am against the 197 3." 
change, but as the majority votes so The students will also be 
shall I." examined individually to identify 
Last week the Board of Regents equivalency between courses 
(BOR) was asked to study the completed in high school and 
"Texas System" which consists of required university courses 
two semesters and one summer particularly in the environmental 
ses.sion divided into two six week studies program. Taylor said, 
periods. "Where equivalence exists and where 
- As reported in the Florida the high school course under 
Alligator the University of Florida consideration has been completed 
Faculty Senate sent a resolution to with a grade of "B" or better, the 
the BOR asking them to study the university requirement, including 
possibility of changing to the credit hours, will be waived thereby 
semester calendar. THE CAR clash is on again as winter quarter gets bumper-to-bumper confrontation in the lower reducing the 18 O hour 
The Alligator stated that State under way. The parking population is up and the photograph is ample evidence. (Photos by Ike Spinos) requirement." 
University SystemChancellorRobert' • In order to waive hours, Taylor 
Mautz received the resolution and F It s t D 1a· d th h" h h l 
, ~d, "An~ change in the ~al~ndar acu y ena e 1scusses :i~stm~e' clo~el;g r:t~~ ~u~~: 
will reqmre careful prehmmary university requirements, and there 
study and thought. I will give it H D · R 1 should be considerable overlapping. ~::Jder!~:~~ .sy~pathy. and onorary egree u ·es to ~~br~:nr:en:ro=~~~g~ 
A poll bf uruvers1ty officials at remain experimental, but did say he 
FTU last week indicated a The first Faculty Senate Meeting the presentations were proposed, has increased this quarter. was in favor of the program, and 
preference for the change to the of the new year came to order at 11 amended and passed by the Faculty John P. Hartman, aS.50ciate had hopes for its succes.5. 
semester system. Officials cited- a am. January 9. The main business Senate. The awarding of honorary professor of engineering and In a second recommendation, 
saving of $30,000 a year for the included the recommendation for degrees and special servic~ awards member of the Admissions and the Faculty Senate urged the 
university, les-scost and registration guidelines for the presentation of will be done by the president on Standards Committee, asked for university to adopt a system of 
trouble for students and more time honorary degrees and distinguished behalf of the entire university. comments or suggestions on two three summer sessions. A full ten 
to cover a subject as reasons for service awards. In other busine~, Dr. John R. proposals. week session, and two five week 
favoring the change. The major contribution of this Bolte, associate vice president for se~ons to run concurrently with 
proposal is the fact that there have academic affairs, stated t~at The first was the organizing of a the ten week se5.5ion. 
\. 
C.ampus 
~Glances 
PEGASUS YEARBOOK 
Students wishing to ·reserve a 
1973 Pegasus may do so in the 
publications office, LR 215. The 
yearbook is being offered to 
students free of charge this year, 
and will be in softcover form. 
The deadline for seniors to have 
yearbook pictures taken is today, 
and Greek organization pictures 
will be taken through Jan. 19. 
been no such formal guidelines in comput~r. problems prevented him group for the evaluation· of the The combined problems of a 
the past. According to Dr. K. from gmng accurate enroll~ent administration. There is presently a suitable fee schedule, registration 
Phillip Taylor, chairman of the figures to the S~nate at that time. system for evaluating the faculty, and pay schedule for faculty have 
Faculty Senate, four honorary However, he did state t~at ~he but none for the evaluation of the hindered academic action on this 
degrees have been presented in the overall enrollment ~f the umversity administration. second recommendation, Gambrell 
past, but none has been awarded wouJd be down this quarter. This · reported. "This suggestion . will 
since 1971 and no distinguished estimate was derived from a require much more study and 
service awards have been presented, headcount. He also said that the The next meeting of the · Facul~ thought before it can be adopted," 
to Taylor's knowledge. average credit hour load per student Senate will be Tuesday, Feb. 13. he said. 
Taylor stated, "The feeling of R M E d rp :~\~~o:~r~c:;;.,m~i;:~~: ~= Local egent urra y · n . s .1. erm 
given sparingly if at all." He also 
said "Other members of the faculty 
feel there are people in the 
university community and the 
community at large that deserve 
recognition by FTU, but they do 
not meet the guidelines of the 
honorary degree program because 
this program is designed in an 
academic sense. Therefore, the 
special service awards program is 
being suggested." The guidelines for 
Dr. Louis C. Murray completed 
his term of office with the Board of 
Regents (BOR) January 1 after 
having served on the Board for 
eight years. 
Dr. Murray, who served as vice 
chairman of the regents and-headed 
its building and curriculum 
committees, feels that the BOR Has 
matured into one of the best 
university ruling bodies in the 
nation, but sai~, "Coping with a 
tight budget is going to be the 
toughest problem facing the regents 
nqw." 
Dr. Murray said that the BOR's 
biggest accomplishment in eight 
years has been the construction of 
the five new universities of FTU, 
Florida Atlantic, the Universities of 
West and North Florida and Florida 
International. 
Gov. Reuben Askew appointed 
Jack McGriff of Gainesville to 
succeed Dr. Murray. McGriff 
became the first regent from the 
Gainesville area With Murray 
having completed his term, there 
are presently no regents from the 
Orlando area and there will not be 
one until January 1974, unles.5 a 
seat becomes vacant before then. 
Student Poll Tends To FavorQuarterSystem 
The administration's prospective I like the semester system, but 
plans to adopt the semester system it's only my second quarter here so 
at FTU in favor of the present it's really kind of hard for me to 
quarter system has led to say. I would like a little more time 
considerable concern among to get into my courses. It's (the 
students. quarter system) just a little too 
Since it is the students quick for me. 
themselves who will be most 
affected by such a change, a G a r y M a r t i n e t , s e n i o r , 
man-on-the-street interView was anthropology 
conducted to detennine a variety of 
students' feelings on the issue. The 
results were as follows: 
I think the quarter system is a 
little rushed so I think the semester 
system might be better in that 
respect. 
Jerald Spilatro, junior, busine~ . 
I think the semester system is 
too long. When I was at a junior 
college we had the semester system. 
When I came to FTU I liked that 
(the quarter system) a lot better. 
Some of the five-hour courses were 
kind of rushed out; in most other 
instances the · courses weren't 
rushed. 
John Di Blasi, senior, marketing I would pref er the system that 
gives the widest selection of course 
I l.k th art t y offerings. There are few courses I've 1 e e qu er sys em. ou f h l 
g t •th th" k. d f taken so ar that I put muc va ue e over w1 every mg m o 
quick. The semester system on. 
wouldn't be quite as rushed but I . . . 
t ·n lik th rt t b tt Jim Douglas, semor, education s 1 e e qua er sys em e er. 
Mary Jenkins, sopl}omore, music 
I like the quarters because they 
are not as long - that's about the 
only reason why. The semester 
system is about 15 weeks, and ten 
weeks is enough for me. 
I like the quarter system because 
if ~ ou get a teacher you don't like 
you get out faster, and it makes for 
more of a change of pace. But then 
I suppose the semester system has 
its advantages because you don't 
have everything crammed in on you 
at once. 
I think the semester system is 
better because a quarter is only 
about ten or eleven weeks long and 
it seems to me they are trying to 
push you too much. On the 
semester system you have about 15 
or 16 weeks and it seems to go at a 
slower pace. 
Rick Woolheater, junior, accounting 
I think you would get more out 
of your classes on the semester 
system plus you'd have a better 
vacation. · 
Susan Alecoct, freshman, general Ramona Henwood, freshman, fresh 
studies Ivor Singer, sophomore; marketing water_ecology 
P.l\ge 2 
J'uUJ11rr £laitnrtats 
Uncritka I Ed itori·a I 
The best thing about tradition is being able to break it. By tradition, 
even by its very nature, an editorial is a singular means of expression. 
Critical, often negative, eloquent, inflamatory, at times even rabid; it is 
the newsman's chief vehicle for swaying public opinion (or making it) .. 
Today we cast aside the negative, we throw. out the critical! I oday 
we break tradition, and tip our collective hat to all those faceless ones 
on campus who do nothing more exciting than a good job ... 
--TO THE CAM~US custodians and groundskeepers who have given 
us 1he cleanest and most attractively land~aped campus in the 
university system. 
- To the personnel on the reserve desk in the library who are always 
glad to help. 
- To our security police force, without a doubt the most courteous 
and helpful collection of campus cops to b~ found anywhere. 
-- TO MAX and Terry Giroux, the men who make the bookstore a 
pleasant place to spend your money (all of it). 
- To the ladies from Sands Vending who work diligent.ly to keep the 
vending machines full and in working order. 
- To the voice on the other end of the line .who always gets the 
correct "Number please." 
- TO THE FRATERNITIE:S and sororities on campus, who, when 
they undertake a project, make a united effort, and make it one to 
remember. · 
- And to the secretaries in the various administrative .offices, who 
always manage to have the right answer. · 
By comJ)arison with. the ·otti.er' state universities, FTU stacks up to be 
the best · in ·many : ~ay~; and tc;>° ~II those who work diligently and 
anonymously to. ke~p it so, 'the F,u~Ur~ says, "T~ank yo~!" 
~ .. - ~ 
Obscenity,. at best, may be cu.te, and, it cer:tainly gelS ~he point across 
in few words. Besides, it does have its place in this world .On Playboy, 
"X" rated movies and on batllroom walls). , . . . . 
Elsewhere, (case in point, an FTU basketball game we.attended this 
past weekend) it is senseless and in poor taste. 
The FTU cheerleaders, 13 strong this year, have recently adopted a 
new method of cheering their team to victory - cheers which either 
include obscene words· w allusions to .the same. They ,ARE in poor 
taste. 
THERE ARE those who will <;ay it is done at other universities --
true -- but in the words of some clever old <;age, several ~undred wrongs 
don't make a right. 
for every dirty expletive there are assuredly several doz·en catchy 
phrases that could . be use<i ' in itS place. The cheerleaders, with their . 
exciting acrobatic stunts and well-coordinated movements, are too good 
to rely on baseness or' double entendre to please the crowd. The same 
old cheers without the new additions would prove just as crowd 
p1eas"ing and exciting, particularly with the brand of "stand up and 
yell" basketball the Knights have been playing of late. 
By Vl(il~iam Lee Hidden 
I'd like to mention an incident that happened on my trip to the 
Bahamas. Not that you are going to be interested, but because I enjoy 
bein_g the envy of the editors of this paper. I have never seen such a 
place where the people have such good English diction, yet cannot 
understand a word you say. 
On the second day at the Paradise Inn ·on Holiday Island (is that 
7ight?) I djscovered I had 'no face cloths m my room. That is wher': my 
. troubles began. . .. 
"Hello, Housekeeping, I need some face cJoths in room 608." 
"Just a minute, I'll put you through to Room Service." 
(Half-hour later) "Room Service? We need some face cloths up at 
room 608 and ... " 
"I'll put you through to Laundry." 
(Half-hour later) "This is Mr. Hidden in room 608 and we need some 
face cloths ... " 
"Just a minute, Mr. Hinton, we'll look. Hold on." 
(An hour later-·· still holding on--to my temper.) 
"I'm sorry, Mr. Hintonrwe have no cloths here of yours." 
"No, the name is Hidden and I need ... " . 
"Hold on, Mr. Hidden, we'll look." 
"No, you fool, come back!" 
(Time passes---Mannix is over--beginning to wonder when I'll be able 
to go eat dinner.) 
"Mr.Hidden, we have no cloths of yours either." 
"You don't understand. I need face cloths." 
"We don't have any face cloths of yours either. You are welcome to 
use the hotel's face cloths." 
"Sure, guy. I know I shouldn't ask, but where can I t:ind some of 
these rare articles?" 
"The Paradise Inn always puts plenty in every room. Feel free to use 
them. The maid wilt bring you new <:mes each day. Thank you_" 
(CLICK---one big hangup.) 
"Hello, Room Service? Could you send one bottle of Scotch, some 
aspirin and a stuffed dummy dres.5ed in a laundry attendant's outfit to 
room 608?" 
"Yes, sir. Right away ... Oh, yes. Mr. Hinton, did you manage to 
find your cloths?" 
Yes, in a world filled with war, bombing, violence and crime, it's 
refreshing to know there is still some old-fashioned human insanity 
running around. 
FuTUre 
Evaluations 
Are Goo.d Tool 
Editor: 
'The students quarterly 
evaluation is a profitable 1 factor of 
self-ju!lgment for instructo~s wno 
conscientiously· want to consider 
and analyze students' reactions. · 
for the few instructors who avoid 
an evaluation of high-level· .courses 
for as J~ng as a year,_ there is no 
deubt that they are aware of their 
limitations and they try to avoid 
tbe truth for as long as' possible. 
and in every FTU wrestler giving all 
he knew how to give. 
Through su~h efforts, FTU can 
now, in the minds of some, join the 
Jets and the Mets as a great upset 
victor in sports history. And Gerry 
Gergley, who predicted it all, can 
join Joe Namath as one of sports' 
great prophets. 
Fred Dis.selkoen 
Writer: .-T~anks 
For lnfor-ma·t·ion· 
Editor: 
Januuy 12, 1973 
EDUCATORS MEET 
The Student National 
Effucational Association-Florida 
Educational Association will meet 
January 13 at 10 a.m. in the Multi 
Purpose Room of the Village 
Center. 
FTU student Bill Cavins plans to 
announce his candidacy for regional 
representative at this meeting. 
Evaluation should take place for 
all courses presented by an 
instructor during a quarter or there 
should be at least a balanced 
evaluation of different level courses 
from one quarter to another to 
avoid discrimination against 
students whose judgment he may 
wish to disregard. 
To those interested (and to Editor-In-Chief ...... Sharon Marek 
those who were foolish enough to Editor's Assistant ...... Mary Anna 
put a poem of mine in the Jackson 
FuTUre), a poem of mine has been Copy Editors · · Gene Kruckemyer, 
Patte Martin. 
accepted by the National Poetry News Editor .......... Mark Weintz 
Pres.5 for their College Anthology. Layout Editor .... Vivian Hamilton 
I will be available for interviews Sports Editor ...... Larry Mccorkle 
on my hfe story, photos and Advert.ising ~anager ·.·Harry Smith 
t hs t. J t t t Managing Editor, Advisor ... James 
There is no perfection in this 
world, but rather an awareness of 
reality and a conscientious striving 
toward improvement that can reach 
effective results and lead to high 
quality. To make it possible for an 
instructor to choose for his 
evaluation courses below the 400 
level while he regularly teacbes a 
400 level course is to allow him to 
decapitate truth, and to remain 
deficient at a higher level for as 
long as he doesn't want to face his 
limitations and do something about 
it. 
au ograp any 1me. us wan o E. couch 
thank you for informing me of the Specialty Editors ... Craig Powell, 
poetry contest in the FuTUre. If Ed Reed. 
M.A.M. 
FTU's Upset 
Stirs Student 
Editor: 
Upset! What is that extra spark 
which can put such a charge into a 
team that it can overcome all odds to 
defeat a seemingly stronger 
opponent? Some call it unity, some 
call it spirit, "Dandy" Don Meredith 
calls it momentum. But whatever 
you call it, our FTU wrestling team 
not for you; I would not have an 
acceptance slip hanging among all 
my rejections. 
William Lee Hidden 
P. S. To all you dummies 
suckered into spending four years 
and thousands of dollars for a piece 
of paper (instead of being good, 9-5 
working Americans)--=May the 
traffic in your life be moderate and 
your car of good spirit never stall in 
the big intersection of your goals, 
and all that other stupid stuff! 
All students planning to 
participate in the College of 
Education senior year student 
teaching for spring qu'arter 197 3 
must submit their applications 
before January 22 to the 
profes.5ional laboratory office, CB 
320. 
certainly had it last Friday when r-T_h_i_s_p_u_b_li_c __ d_o_c_u_m-en-t--is-
they defeated the storied Fighting promulgated at an annual gross 
Irish of Notre Dame. cost of approximately $26,726 
The spark was there in Coach to inform members of the 
Gerry Gergley fighting doggedly for university community of related 
his team. It was there in big John news, announcements and 
Rouse trying in his assistant coach activities. Less an approximate 
role to direct the efforts of the home annual revenue of $9,065, this 
combatants, in Charlie Patton document is circulated for an 
serving as cheerleader as well as annual net cost to the state of 
winning his match, in all those approximately $17 ,660, or 8.5 
wrestlers and fans alike pulling for cents per copy. 
Dom Mandicott t~ seal the victory -------------
Reporters ......... John Bridges, 
"Fred Cay, Harry Chilcot, Mike 
Crites, David Foster, Randy 
Harrison, Bill Hidden, Olive 
Horning, Weber Ivy, Wilma Korb, 
Claudia Landfried, Michelle 
McBurney, James Reynolds, Pete 
Reynolds, Sal Seminara, Pete 
Spivey, Shelby Strother, Gabriel 
Yanni, Mark Zimmerman. 
Photographers ...... Rick Batten, 
Jerry Brooks, Ed Burton, Matt 
Fluke, George Goshorn, Jay 
Klaasen, Henry Popkin, Jim 
Rainford, Robert Reidenbach, 
Frank Sledge, Ike Spines, Peter 
Wilcox. 
Advertising Staff ... Steve Belding, 
Olive Horning, Lance Langlotz. 
Circulation ....... Henry Popkin, 
Jack Rabon, Rick Rabon. 
The "FuTUre" is the weekly 
newspaper of Florida Technological 
University at Orlando, Florida. The 
FuTUre is published by President 
Charles N. Millican and written and 
edited by and for members of the 
university community. 
The editorial opinions expressed 
are those of the staff and not 
necessarily those of the 
administration. 
The FuTUre reserves the right to 
refuse to print any letters which are 
submitted. All letters must bear the 
fu 11 name and address of the person 
or persons submitting them. Names 
will be withheld upon request. 
Address all letters to: Editor, 
FuTUre, P.O. Box 25,000, Orlando, 
Florida 32816. 
Phone: 275-2606. 
Entered as third class matter at 
the Post Offic:e at Orlando, Florida. 
If you cannot be obviously profound, try not to be profoundly obviou~. James J. Kilpatrick 
FuTUre Page3 
RoberiS ·N affied 
, WFTU Manager 
Fred Roberts, an FTU 
radio-television major, has been 
named new station manager for 
WFTU radio. 
Roberts was selected for the 
position when he applied to replace 
Bill Ivey, who resigned last quarter. 
Roberts said he took over the 
job because of the valuable 
experience it offered, and because 
he felt the station's programming 
needed improving. Although 
call in at appropriate times. Among 
the prizes are records and tickets to 
upcoming campus shows and 
attractions. Roberts says the station 
plans to give away records at the 
rate of three per hour for as long as 
the supply lasts. 
' the programming format will be 
essentially the same, Roberts said 
"the sound" will be different. He 
said listeners will be able to hear a 
distinct change and he said he 
. Roberts, a junior, has worked in 
varying capacities with WFTU since 
the second quarter of his freshman 
year. He has worked as disc jockey, 
reporter and newscaster, and he 
said believes he possesses the 
experience to perform well as 
station manager. 
As station mapager Roberts is 
responsible for the coordination of 
the station's subordinate directors 
and managers and the station's 
overall function. 
* believes it will be for the better. 
FuTUre STAFFER Harry Smith prepares for soaring takeoff. (Photo by Craig Powell) 
Included in some minor of the 
format changes are plans for various 
types of giveaways to listeners who 
Soaring Fulfills Flight Fantasies SIBERIA FILM 
By H. Alexander Smythe 
FREEDOM of flight has been a control (hopefully) of your drone of the tow plane came the 
preoccupation with man since, at environment. first realization of the freedom and 
least, the beginning of any type of Upon arrival at the airfield for serenity found in the freedom of 
recorded history. Man has admired, my first flight, I was somewhat flight. 
worshipped and envied the freedom apprehensive. Let's face it, the idea AS I began to relax and enjoy 
granted · to his "fine feathered of going for your first flight in a the whole experience, Hedge 
friends." powerless aircraft can be a bit explained the principles of what we 
In his efforts to attain this unnerving. were actually doing. "The essence 
A travel adventure film, "Siberia: 
The Endless Horizon," will be shown 
2: 30 p.m. Sunday in the Blalock 
experience the excitement of Room· of the John Young Museum 
soanng, you can contact Jerry and Planetarium. Museum members 
Lindsay, operator of the Flying will be admitted free of charge- and 
Seminole Ranch. there will be a 50 cent fee for 
Soar shy? Well, if I haven't non-members. Those interested in 
convinced you, just ask those who attending may telephone the 
have soared enough to have had museum for reservations, 841-4790~ 
their first "good'? flight. To them, 
the question is unnecessary. D.QNNEbL Y ELECTED freedom, man has, with his H 0 WEVER, after some of soaring is to find the thermals or 
seemingly innate ability to reassurance from my host, Ray 'bubbles' of warm air, and use them 
complicate things, managed to lose Sanders of Sell-A-Plane, I buckled to maintain or gain altitude. By A successful political campaign 
the essence of beauty found in my trembling frame into the searching the terrain around us 'we was waged by Dr. Jerome J. 
flight. In his usual hurried manner, cockpit of the glider. After a lot of will select thermal-producing ;reas Donnelly for the office of City 
man has used his knowledge and flap wiggling (the signal of readiness and soar over them," said Hedge. Commissioner of Winter Park~ 
ability to fly as merely a means of for take--off) by the glider pilot, Mr. These areas, such as dry fields, Donnelly, an associate professor of 
getting from one place to another, Hodge, a~d the tow plane pilot, paved areas or young groves, heat English took office at the first 
and doing it faster than he did Jerry S. Lmdsay, we were off. faster than surrounding weeded c January meeting of the Winter Park 
yesterday. Hedge explained calmly, as we areas, thus creating the "bubbles" ampus City Council. He will serve a 
Such rash statements are not raced down the landing strip, that of warm air. On a day when these . two-year term as commissioner. 
always the rufe, however. There are the tow plane mt,ist remain slightly thermals are "gdod" it ·isn't unusual Contrnct Let 
those individuals who have found above the glider as a matter of to reach altitudes of 5,000 to ....... . GI nces I a 
the satisfaction and pleasure of stability and handling. Suddenly 11,000 feet. Such days can afford ~ a . For Paving 
flying. the bumping about caused by the the soaring enthusiast flights of 
AMONG these individuals are runway changed into a smooth, eight or more hours. "Conditions at Hubbard Construction Co. of 
the people you can find any day ·of floating sensation. After another Flying Seminole Ranch and the MARGARET MEAD Orlando ·just before the holidays 
the week at the Flying Seminole several minutes of floating surrounding area afford the soaring made the low bid of $67,809 to 
Ranch, east of Oviedo. They are sensation and ear-popping, we enthusiast flights of five hours on receive the contract on paving 
people like Ray Sanders, who have reached an altitude of 2,000 feet. many days, the year round," Dr. Margaret Mead, the eminent approximately 7 ,200 square yards 
found what so many of us are My pilot instructed me at this explained Mr. Sanders. anthropologist - writer, will speak of roads on the FTU campus. 
missing. They are people who have point to puU a suspicious-looking Sanders, an active flier for 20 at' 11 a.m. on Jan. 23 at the Village The roads to be paved, according 
found a fulfilling experience in little knob on the panel in front of years, has offered to speak to a Center Green. In case of poor to Fred Clayton, director of 
soaring. me. With a hesitant tug there came gather~ng . of interested students weather, the alternate location is university physical planning, are the 
What is soaring? It is an art. It is a sudden pop as the · tow rope about the sport of flying and has the Assembly Room. Thele is- .no I!,e~ access roads, which will 
the art of maintaining or gaining released. The tow plane pilot, also offered to advise and help any charge. · · include ' bringing Florida Tech 
altitude in a powerless aircraft. It is feeling the release from the burden student group that may be Dr~ Mead has spent many years Boulev~d through to campus. The 
the sensation of fulfillment in qf the glider, banked his craft down interested in forming a soaring club. living wi~h various South . Seas other road to be 'paved will lead 
knowing that you have complete and to the left. With -the fading SH 0 UL D you want to peoples. In the coli.rse of that from the north parking area to the 
TCVCV l-VCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVGVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCexperience she has l~amed seven north entrance of FTU on AJafaya 
. Trail. ~ .. VILLAGE CENTER · <primitive languages. She has also ~ 2attended many . world-wide Th~cementshortagehasdelayed 
E; .·,5 . 2 e-?Cpeditions and au·t.hored.nµmerQus w~rk ,rec~ntiy 'f:?tit~ after· the usu~I 
:_: <::: contra<:ts, construction is expected G>~ MUSTACHE ~:2_~_~_. ____ ~_w~~~·~_p_~~~-~-~_w_~_t_~_. to . begin sometime in late February, Clayton said . . 
I CONTEST 1~-F-~_Um_. c~~~~-~d_s~~ 
~ 2 person:~f.. for rent 
0 CJ _____________ ~ _ _;_.;__.;__ ______ ~· ---1 
> <: o n Blue Grass musicians wanted fiddle, G ~bass, mandolin players needed. Call RIDGEWOOD VILLAGE-New 2 
> <:any evening 275-9783 or 894-4270. bedroom duplex, apartments in 
o CJ quiet, wooded setting. Fully shag 
> <Male roommate needed to share 1 carpeted with central heat and air 
~ 2 lbdroom, furnished apt at Univ. cond. Appliances and draperies 
o CJ Hylands 3619 Khayyam Ave Apt furnished. Laundry in backyard G ~,19 or call 273-6687, ask fol'.' Lee. area. Four miles N. of FTU 
...._ ', entrance at Mitchell Hammock ~ SIGN UP •AN 15 THRU 17 ~-----__._ __ ---1 '-J • , , Road in Oviedo. $160 per mo. on 6. 
> <: mo. lease. Tel. 356-3721. 
wan.fed 
for sale 
~ at the YC main desk S2 ~ CJ 
~ come to us with a clean face ~------------1 
u <: 
> CJ 2 go away With a hairy face ~Experienced English rider to share G .:::::expenses and exercise 15'3" TV for sale 21" black-white GE 
2u PRIZES GIVEN IN 4 CATEGORIES ~~~tsJ~~3t aft~~~t~~~mper phone $40 671-8369. 
,....... ~ For sale 64 Fairlane 4dr sedan good 
::>u Prizes donated by CJ-------------~ condition low mileage $300 after 5 
-. pm call 671-2531. 
G McDONALDS NUTHIN' BUTT S2 > CJ he Ip wan fed 1 Group of home speakers 1/2 price. 
2 Semoran Shopping c· -· 7 ~ FM 8-track car player with two 
,....... ', speakers and two tapes. $99.50 ~ Center , .. THE LEVI'S SHOP g _____________ -1 Actiori Music 1903 N. Orange, 
._, -... Hours 3-8 pm Weds, Thurs, Fri, Sat. 
1t'.) \ \ ~ 2 Laborers Drivers Warehouse 423-38lO. 
">- l' I t CJ Workers immediate temporary 1·obs . . . 
:.J U --- -- -=Northgate Plaza < dai~y - cash bonuses. O.pen 6 ---am: - 67 yw, air, radio, $5_50 or terms. 
:> 1215 N. Mills Olsten 843-1661. Call 273-663-3. - -
V C ifC VCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCVCV~ _..., ______________ ,_ ____________ ,___: 
,..4 
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'Richa.rd' Rich In Thought 
By Fran Elliott 
"Poor Richard, Poor, Poor marvelous talents. Richard, a the writing of Benchley, O'Hara 
Richard." And why is Richard modem English poet, is called to Faulkner, J.M. Barrie and others. It 
poor? Because, as characterized in New York . by his publisher, is as if Jean Kerr is he1Self 
Jean Kerr's play running through Sydney, whereupon he meets "fascinated with words" .of great 
January at Once Upon A Stage secretary Kathy, who immediately writers, oft.en having her characters 
Dinner Theatre, Richard has the annotinces she will wed her quote lines from bmous works of 
pity of all his friends for wasting his writer-idol Therein begins the literature. These references serie as 
VC Schedu.les Rock Night 
unraveling of a simple but unusual a kind of theme, fitting in nicely 
plot. with the exposition and 
In an attractive set of basic black characterization of Richard 
and white, lighted by touches of 
color and chrome, the truth about Students might find it easy also 
Richard, his talent and life are all to empathize with the human 
brought to the surface-turning a emotions within the basis of the 
story billed as a comedy into quite story, and they would most likely 
a bit of thought-provoking drama. appreciate the witfy sharp and The tock and roll band 
"Brownsville Station" will perform 
at the Village Center next Friday. 
"The Devastations" will appear first 
at 8: 30 p.m. All tickets for students 
will be $1.50 in advance. 
Students will need their 
identification cards t.o purchase a 
ticket at the VC's main desk. No 
student-priced tickets will be 
available after 4 p.m. the day of the 
performance. Admission at the 
door will be $4. 
Brownsville Station's second 
album, "Night on the Town," will 
be the primary source of songs for 
the concert. "Country Flavor'' is 
the most well-known song in their 
repertoire, and is usually the 
highlight of their show. 
Lead guitarist Cub K9da wrote 
"Wanted (Dead or Alive)." In a ' · 
By Mike Crites 
"Zoo World" interview Koda "Zoo World." 
stated, "Wh0ever said rock and roll "Lovin' Lady Lee" is a song in 
was supposed to be great art? Roclt the Grand Funk Railroad tradition 
and roll is supposed to be a case of with less bass. "Leavin' Here" is 
get up onst.age and get it on, man, Brownsville Station's rendition of a 
and have a good time at it." His Motown soul song. "The Man Who 
songwriting follows this concept. Wanted More" is a hard-rock 
· "Rock with the Music" was takeoff on "When the Saints Go 
lauded by Bruno Bomino of "The Marching In." "Mister Robert" is a 
Cleveland Pre~" as "the hit single hard-driving song that criticizes lazy 
that makes dancing popular again. rock idol. The group parodies old 
The beat is fa~tastic." Rhythm cowboy movies . in "The Sky is 
guitarist and vocalist Mike Lutz Falling." 
penned this DUI;Dber. Brownsville Station obtained 
Bass pfa'y'er Tony Driggins and their name from a small Texas 
drummer Henry Weck perform border town which they passed 
acrobatic stunts while playing. "We through one time. They felt that 
get feelings off each other and then nothing could be "funkier" than 
off the crowd, and the whole thing the Greyhound Bus Station in 
builds," Driggins commented in Brownsville. 
There are many laughable lines, often humorous quip~. In a' sense 
especially in ~ct I, but the humor the story is a contemporary study 
becomes harsh as the play of poetry and a poet--sort of a 
progresses. Richard is quite belated, retrospective "JOve story" 
talkative, "literally,, clever, Without the syrup. 
admitting later that all his talk is 
simply "noise to cover what he 
doesn't say." 
Ian Stuart, himself in the 
publishing business before turning 
to acting, is a true Briton, authentic 
If a student considers himself a 
"poor Richard" financially, he 
would be wise to consider. Once 
Upon A Stage Dinner Theatre for 
an evening of professional 
entertainment. and magnetic on stage as "poor 
Richard" Paulette Sinclair, a quiet, 
naturally pretty actress also from ~~!!!!! 
New York, shares the acting laurels 
·with Stuart. They are ably assisted 
by Robert Juergens, Stephen ....,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
'Renier and Noreen Renier. 
College students might ST~VEALLENEVENING 
particularly enjoy this play, which 
WOMEN'S SYMPOSIA 
has not previously been produced "An Evening with Steve Allen" 
in this area. The lines fly ·fast and with the Florida Symphony 
free for the most part, with some Orchestra will be presented 8: 30 
winning ways and words by p.m. January 17 in the Municipal 
Richard, the "last of the Auditorium. Tickets are available 
Romantics." . through Streep's Ticket Agency for 
A series of symposia about There are frequ~nt references to prices ranging from $3 t.o $6.50. 
women's future role in society has 
been tentatively scheduled for April .:-
3. 
"The Women's Symposium is an 1 
attempt to respond to the needs of 
women students and assimilate 
information that will appeal to 
both male and female members of 
the FTU student body." said Linda 
Lotz, assistant for student 
development. 
some of the topics to be 
discu&-;ed are sexuality, the legal 
rights of women and -the future of 
in the Edgewater Shopping Center 
Par & Edgewater, Orlando 
422-4407 
NOW PLAYING -
,.. JMN KERR'S '"IJOOR RICHARD" 
ORLANDO'S ONLY PROFESSIONAL DINNER THEATRE 
UNLIMITED BUFFET - -All the food you can eat, plus great plays 
arid musicals with New York casts. 
---:~~~-------------------~;~lFrforee. 
!I 0Umm~rnu CBl!Jl!J~rurnoo~rnu 
Special discoont arrangements ca~ be made for students.and ~ps.. 
,. 
s I 
I 
I 
I FREE 
l order of french fries with 
this coupon. 
GOOD ONLY AT f 
4801 E. Colonial 
1
1 
or 
Limit 2 per customer. · 2501 w. Colonial J 1------------------------------r 
CORN•R 1·4 & RT. 48 
t a A r s c 
SANFORD 1 FLORIDA 
a ea: 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
50 HORSES 
FOR HIRE BY THE HOUR 
Rates: $3.00 per hour 
INSTRUCTIONS AVAILABLE 
OPERATOR: BILL WATERS PHONE: 
a 
REDEEM BOOK.S 
A•DMONEY 
JAN 15•19 
I 0:00am•3:00pm 
RM 211 YC 
FuTUre 
Weekly Activity Calend~f. 
TODAY 1--------------WRESTLING: SUNDAY,JAN.14 
'THE OWL & THE PUSSYCAT": 
Movi.:, 8:30p.m., VCAR. 
Nava1 Trairung Center Open, I p.m.; at 
NTC. A~PHACHJOMEGA: 
Meeting, 6: 30 p.m.; VC 214. 
SATURDAY,JAN.13 BASKETBALL: FTO vs Pa1m Beach Atlantic, 8 p.m., ZETA TAU ALPHA: 
Lake.Highland Prep. Meeting, 6: 30 p.m., VC Assemb 
Room A. PHJ·DELTAPI: 
YOUNG DEMOCRATS,: ' · . 
~~~ting, p a.m.; vc·214. 
~ . . '-• 
VCBOARJ); ,.. 
Board me~j:ing,-'4 p.m.; VC 200. 
PLAY RE.HMRsAi: . 
+----------------i Studenf Written Musiciil, · 7 p.m.; V 
MONDAY, JAN. 15 AssemblyRoomc. 
Meeting, 8 a.m. ' tb 8 p.m., Multi "THEOWLANDTHEPUSSYCAT": 
Purpose Room. Movie, 8: 30 p.m., VCAR. 
ENTERTAINMENT 
SUBSIDY PROGRAM 
NEIL YOUNG 
$4.50 
February 1 
FLORIDA STATE 
WOMETCO 
MOU ST ACHE CONTEST: 
Sign up for contest, VC main desk. 
VCARTSHOW: 
Print display and sales, VC Patio, 
a.m. 'to '5 p.m. ' 
PLAY REHEARSAL: 
Student Written Musical, 7 p.m.; V 
Assembly Room C. 
CHESS CLUB: 
Meeting, 10 p.m.; VC 200. 
TUESDAY,JAN.16 
MOU ST ACHE CONTEST: 
Sign up for contest, VC main desk. 
VCARTSHOW: 
Print display and sales, 9 a.m., VC 
Patio. 
SOCIOLOGY CLUB: 
Meeting, 11 a.m.; LR 212. 
INTERFRATERNJTY COUNCIL: 
Rush, 11 a.m.; VCAR. 
"THE MAGICIAN": 
Movie,: Ingm~ Bergman Series, 8: 3 
p.m.,ENAUD. ' 
WEDNESDAY. JAN. 17 
MOUSTACHE CONTEST: 
Sign up for contest, VC main desk. 
VCARTSHOW: 
Print display and sa1es, 9 a.m., vc" 
Patio. 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON: 
Executive Board meeting, 6 p.m., V( 
200. 
PLAY REHEARSAL: 
Student Written · Musical, 7 p.m. 
EN AUD. 
BASKETBALL: 
FTU vs Fort Lauderdale University, 
p.m., Lilke Highland Prep. 
TAU KAPPA EPSILON: 
Mee~g, 7 p.m.; EN 360. 
M .EDICAL 
ADVICE 
CONTACT: 
FLOR IDA FAMILY PL.ANN ING .' 
> .. •. i;· ::- ' 1 '.. ,,. ( ·:30~) 'J51-3543 . J ·, ' .... ,:i .. ·~- • 
"'"' ~ _,...,~ ~ri '1 f ·.r,., )• ' . ,_('1'1 ""' .· ~f-.· •rt ~LJ " '• ~ '•rr noq"f l · ~rl' .. u ti; 
. •.,.'r~n[;>:>., .,,n ·;o•. ?. h ... l~' l "' .., v;.!r, Jn'j q 1 ~~)iv.:, 1 1·1 ~uu· 
SG will , have,• b.us .;,,fo 
-':. . ,,. .. 
~ °'~ J~ ..... ~. 
basketball game 
Jan 13 17, 19 
Leave from Y'C Circle 
pm 
"BECKET': 
Movie, 8: 30 p.m.; VCAR. -
THURSDAY, JA.N: 18 --. ~ 
MOUSTACHE CONTEST: ,. 
Sign up for .contest, VC main·d~ ' ' 
PLA y REHEARSAL: 
Student Written Musical, 7 p.m., 
EN AUD. 
BASKtTnALL: • 
FFO vs. North Georgia College, 8 p.m., 
OviedoHigh. ' 
"BECKET": 
M\:ivie, 8: 30 p.m.; VCAR. 
OUTINGCLU1J: 
Meeting, 11 a.m.; EN 306. 
Campus Glances 
AFROTCSCHOLARSHIPS 
-Maj-or Bennette Whisenant, 
director of Air Force ROTC, 
advises studen~ interested in 
entering the two-year program to 
apply for scholarships "as soon as 
possible." 
Scholarships include $100 per 
month, all text books, tuition and 
fees for the full two years. 
Re q·u i r ·e m·eni--s ·· -f o-r - t.h e 
schol~hip . ihclu'de poth a wntten· 
test and physicaJ examination. 
Anyone interested in further 
information may contact 
Whisenant, AD 352, Ext. 2264. 
PUBLIC RELATIONS 
I 
I 
I 
/ 
. I 
. I 
.Sign up at SG Office 205 YCI 
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***********~******************************************•****** 
to, Fnday, January 12, 1916. lJle ®le Jtf uW~re ~@~~~~~<t!@Jt~ place you frequent Ihm evening, i 
* but you will not be daunted. +} 
...tl.. IF YOU WERE BORN TODAY: Your previously mentioned M. -~ Reorganization is the key this By John The Good' Resident Seer restless nature will drive you on ~ * week. Reorganize your work to greater things. You will try -& % schedule. Reorganize your class other girls, with more easily my original but obviously likely cost you a few front teeth your best to get an invitation to -& 
*schedule. Reorganize your body. satisfied fetishes. falacious choice. tonight. Pushing your way the coronation ... oops .. .I mean -it} 
..!J... It's on backwards, you know. around has never got you as far inauguration in D.C. at the end of M. 
~ ARIES: Around noon you TAURUS: as you would like to think, but the month and will do your ?S' 
*AQUARIUS: will begin to have grave "Who, or why, or which, or you're the kind of clod who will damdest to put the President to .;+ {+ Don't hold me to it, but I palpebral problems (look that up what, Is the Akond of Swat?" E. "push on, regardless." sleep just before the swearing-in. * 
{+ think you are in for a financial in your F& W) caused by a large Lear. * 
{+windfall. It appears that a great dust (I am laboring under the VIRGO: ;.} 
.s,,_ sum of money will soon cross assumption that "dust" is the GEMINI: Let your creative impulses SCORPIO: 
-c>"" your fated path. It's yours for singular of "dust." After all, The next time you refuse to loose this week and do If you had planned a bit ;.} 
{+the taking. Take it. Then run who ever heard of "several loan a friend some money, something daring and brave. Try better you would not be in the ;.} {+ like the devil, because it's bound dusts" being on top of a table? remember the words of that some kind of cheese, or better mess you are in presently. I have -& 
{+ to belong to someone else, who Absurd! Perhaps, however, the famous Hungarian when he said, yet, just for the heck of it brush news for you, kid. That +} 
.s,,.. will not look too lightly upon word is part Hebrew, and is to "A miser and a fat pig are only your teeth from side to side 10-year-old down the street is ~ 
~ your taking it. be read from the inside out of use when dead." instead of up and down. Walk not just getting fat. Her mother ~ 
-c>"" (being only part Hebrew) and is through some "Do not enter" is getting suspicious, and guess ?S 
{+PISCES: correctly spelled "udts" (and CANCER: doors and run down the "up" where the blame is going to lie! I * {+ You klutz. Why would you pronounced however you would Don't enter into any new escalator. What sport! mean, after all, it's not every +} 
.s,,_ make a promise to her you can like). In which case the correct ventures this week which would 10-year-old girl who gets taken ~ 
"J:: never keep? Or perhaps you singular would be "udt," but to require your presence of mind LIBRA: to see Walt Disney films once a l 
~didn't know that you have to be keep it with the present next week. The stars indicate Your restless nature will week by the college kid who ?j' 
{* married before you can commit Americanism (with improper you will not be able to depend govern this evening. You will not lives down the street. Clod! I +} 
{*adultery with somebody. I spelling) it would correctly, in on your mind next week. Again! be content to bore your usual told you that you should have 4* 
-{er realize that she has some strange the singular, be "dut." I, small circle of friends. You will p i c k e d a n 0 r p h a n . ~ 
fetish about married men, but be however, w ill leave such LEO: be driven to rush down to some ?j' 
*realistic. There are bound to be decisions unmade, and stick with Your forceful personality will nifty high school hot spot like SAGITTARIUS: +} 
-****'* ******'*'*'***'************'******'** · :~~f;al~~ll orth~:.ch~o~nd J~ cha~~~era:: y:U !~g~o~ng t~~~~ # 
impress the high school crowd From here on out it will be +} 
?l. 
Levi's for Gals 
Levi's Belts 
Brush Denims 
r. 
with your lack of ability to downhill. ~ 
remember the punch lines of ?j' 
jokes and your futile attempts to CAPRICORN: 4* 
stand on your head. You will be Don't you ever get tired of -ft} 
physically thrown out of every being last? * 
PHONE 365.'.~so23 
OPEN . NIGHTS 
OVIEOO CHILD CARE 
& KINDERGARTEN 
3 & 4 year-old kindergarten 
1 acre fenced playground 
hot lunches 
3~TW. Froadway. OVIEDO 
***************** * u Qffi(3 aJ 1]1](3aJI]£ * 
* 
* 
* * 
* JOIN US ON SUNDAY MORNING 
9: 15 A.M. Dialogue & Coffee 
NUTHIN' BUTT· * * 838· 3326 . 
****************• 
THE Levrs·· SHOP 
® 
I 
Rush With Us 
DELTA SIGMA Pl 
Coffee: Oct. 3, 11:00 a.m. LR 233 
with tons and tons of 100% LEVI'S!-!! Leathers @Qmany other 
styles & colors 
5043 EDGEWATER DR. 
NORTHGATEPLAZA 
Cords and Brushed Cords 
Blue Denim 
Dress and Jean knit 
Business Functions - Social Functions -
Tours - Friendship 
Ofr.ce -- GCB 42().A 
,, . . he PFOfessional Fr. 
vcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcv~vcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvc1 
> . ~ ~ UGJCBfltJWf] lJ(3f]CBfltJWGJ llUl100 §C3f]UC30 ~ 
G ''WINTER LIGHT" FEB 6 ~ 
~ 7:00pm ever.Y Tuescla.Y nig.ht , 2 
u n ~ fro111 Jan 16 thru Feb. 27 "THE SILENCErr FEB 13 Q 
u n 
> < 
u n 
> < ~ s 1.00 Admissio• SCAUD "THE TOUCH" . FEB 20 ~ 
u n 
> < 
u n 
> < 
v n 
> ''THE MAGICIAN" JAN 16 ~ ~ "SMILES OF SUMMER NIGHT" ~ 
> < u r. 
> < 
v "ALL THESE WOMEN" JAN 23 FEB27 2 
> n ~ < 
u n 
> < 0 n 
> < ~ ''THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY" JAN 30 2 
> n 
') < 
\: .. \ '< , · .\ r yr v-: , cv VL vcvcv cvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvc.vcvc·1cvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvcvr.vcvcvcvc1 
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Notre Dame Runs Out of luck 
Grapplers 
Defeat Irish 
By Freel Cay 
Assistant Sports Editor 
In what Coach Gerry Gergley scoring three takedowns and taking 
tlescribed as the "biggest thrill of a 7-0 lead. However, Briccetto 
my coaching career,,, the FTU staged a strong rally--even getting a 
varsity grapplers took a 19-16 win near-pin on Lane--and took an 8-7 
over the Notre Dame Fighting Irish edge. 
last Friday in the Village Center. Then Lane pulled a miraculous 
In Saturday's action, The move--rolling his opponent over for 
Knights whipped Geo~a Tech a two-point reversal with but one 
37-7, before falling to 14th-ranked second left in the match-to pull 
(College Division) John Carroll out the victory, 10-8 with the 
31-5, in a tri-meet also in the one-point riding time edge. While 
Village Center. Briccetto sat stunned on the mat, 
~'-'""'~-..--'£ .............. i~~­ Against Notre Dame, the Lane was mobbed by his 
Knights piled up a 19-7 lead, then . teammates. This win squared the 
had to withstand a last-ditch Irish meet at 5-5 and FTU didn't .lose 
rally in the two heaviest weight again until six matches later. "..: 
FTU's CHARLEY Patton controls Notre Dame's Bob Moran in match last Friday. Patt.on went on to 
defeat Moran 8-5 and FTU went on to defeat 'Fighting Irish, from South Bend, 19-16. FTU Coach Gerry 
Gergley called it "biggest thrill of .coaching career.,, (Photo by Frank Sledge) 
classes to cap the victory. With the Knights leading 19~13, 
Tennis Family Fosters 
Another Dezeeuw Netter 
To keep things in proper heavyweight Dom Mandicott had 
perspective, it must be pointed out only to avoid a pin to wrap up the 
that this is a rebuilding year at victory. Despite being sick all week, 
Notre Dame. Coach Terry Mather Mandicott did a creditable job, 
has eight first-year men among his· · losing 10-5, and the big win was 
top ten. achieved. 
The 800 who turned out for the "This has to be the best 
by Bill McGrath 
For Mike Dezeeuw, trying to be I\lddy complexio-9, knows that when 
~he best tennis pla")er ill-the family is you are number three, you try even 
i difficult task. harder. 
Especially when you consider And try harder he has. Last year 
that his father is a tennis professional as a freshman, Mike accumulated a 
in his hometown of East London, 10-5 record throughout the season 
South Africa, and his mother teaches while holding down the number one 
tennis-ette, ~ tennis development position on the FTU tennis squad. 
program designed for children. Add However, playing tough 
to this the fact that Mike's older competitive tennis is nothing new 
brothers, Pauli now a medical , foi the· 20-year-Old DeZ~euw. He 
student in South- Africa;· artd tl®nra' '·'- J . • 1. '. !1l , •J. ~ G :1.~.it' • . d 
teaching pt6 at< Errolb Estates iand · ; <: ·1•·;•.; """Jill 
FTU's assistant coach, both played L .. --' ...... · · 
as number one for Florida State. . 
~it-...-AS "A resufr: too .. IJe:Z't?euw'f~~~.;-1 
true "tennis family.' ~ But-it do-esn't 
bother Mike to be the third 
Dezeeuw to come to the United 
States to play college tennis. Even 
though the uphill road is a little 
steeper and the pressure is greater_, 
Mike, wh~d~!1-~~~~ myst~c.:~~ and_j~ ~-~ : . , ·MJJ}E;QEJ 
matches witnessed some exciting accomplishment yet for FTU 
comebacks by the home team as wrestling," said Gergley after the 
was the second-ranking player in his FTU took four of the five bouts emotion-packed match. "This is a 
province, which is similar to our they won on surges in the third and real feather in our cap and should 
states, and he competed in final period If just one of those give a boost to our whole 
tournaments throughout South decisions had gone the other way, program.'' 
Africa while in high school, Notre Dame would have won the The one-sided win over Georgia 
establisMng himself as a top flight match by the same 19-16 margin. Tech the next day certainly didn't 
player. I • Joh"n Theders: . 134-pounder, doc"" an"ft;hing to hurt ... F.TU's 
MI~. feels th~re's a lot more to took his bout by an 8-5 score. Mike progf am. 'After dropp ng- the 
compe~tive. tenms than the average Shivers pinned his 150-pound 118-lb. and 126-lb. catergories, 
pe~oQ 1magm~s. . . . ·· opponent . in ·his vars~ty.. colle~~ .Gergley's. yc.wng squad won tp~ last · 
!00J>le will .watch Y?U p~ay but debut, which he won 6-4, while eight straight Qver the . :;\tfsiting 
~he_y,.~ t realize whats ~o!!lg on 167-lb. Ri>yi TereP}ra, -'~~ ~J~ ... l~. ~ '.x,~llo,~ ;:; : ~f!Xkfls. PattmJ;· ~and 
mSJ ,.. . r he~d. !hey don t''J'~~~. ~~~?f<>n w~n tlierr matches 40-year-old Joe Yanovitch . $cored t~at .?.o~-~; thmkmg every tiW,e~ t-3 ·~dJ 8-5 ,,.:espectively , r-j 1 •. • ; . Qi~fall~ bot~\n J;_h~ first periQd. hit t~e: ball . . : · . Howeve!•.. the most exciting Shivers, las't~year's Virginia ~ate 
He.goes on to pomt.out t~at while co~frontatiop of all -·.and the o~e high school champ in the.. 142-lb. 
a good' player looks like his st~okes. that. may . ~ave prov1d~d the big class, emerged as FTU's 'only 
~e almost effortless there JS . an tummg pomt for the Kmghts - had winner . against John Carroll and 
mte_nse amount of concentration to be the one between 5-5.,134-lb. showed an assortment of fancy 
behmd eve~ shot.. . G~eg Lane and ~otre Dame s Steve moves and 2-0 record despite just 
~AKING tennis a profession or a Bn~cettQ . . Lane. appe~ed . to be beginning to round back into shape. 
partial careei:: has many .advantage~. havmg an easy tm~e w1tp hJS taller Consistent Tom Hammons also 
• ··,,__ • .(.Continue.~ on f1Jf:e. J 1) • opponent early m the ·match, salvaged a tie against the Cleveland, 
Crew· Ch1b Gets Ship·s<i-.n »·Shape. 0., school. .WreStlirig Team 
To Participate By, Campus News Service 
. . . 
" By the Dawn's ~arly Light"_ is timing1 muscle and guts," Kamrad, blades. Syn(:hronization and the competition with ot_her schools. He 
more than a song f~gment for 30 declares. . · - .• proper applicat_ion of strength and .noted that several Florida schools, 
.FTU students who are learning the And anyone who is under the• power are the secrets to. success. including Jacksonville U. and F.I.T. 
·~gors of shell racing from an expert impression that crews are long on Without the~, a crew would be just 'in Melbourne, also are pointing 
who has them doing their brawn and short on brainpower has another eight guys out for a toward coed crews. 
hing--then doing it again and only to check into the FTU group joyride. When everything clicks, And on top of that, FTU also 
gain--across Orlando's Lake to dispel any such thoughts. Says they turn into a machine ttiat is a has three coeds trained as 
Fairview several mornings a week. Kamrad: ~'Our crew represents delight to watch. coxswains, who, as everyone 
For Dennis Kamrad, crew racing But everything isn't sweat and knows, fill the most important seat 
is a way of life. Recently appointed , tears. Mainly because Kamrad has a in the shell. 
• "> the FTU staff, he brings with secret weapon or two that may be The FTU crew is still in the 
.n an unabiding love for the sport. an answer to women's lib. A coed " club" stage, which means, among 
·fis credentials speak for that. crew, no less. He hopes to get other things, a very limited budget. 
Before joining the university, he enough FTU girls involved in the Kamrad would like to get his hands 
' Vas instrumental in fo.rming the sport to enter in "racing eight" (Continu ed on Page 11) 
· irst official local high school 
crew--at Edgewater--and can hark 
back to other days. He began as a 
member of the Rollins College 
~ew, later coached at the 
J niversity of Alabama at 
Huntsville, then back to Winter 
. rk as interim coach for Rollins 
, nd FTU last year. 
Nowadays, the onetime 
dgewater sociology teeacher can 
~ found with his newest band of 
Jphytes in the shell game. 
Admittedly, there are some rough 
~ges for polishing. But be did 
'herit ·ome "veterans" of FTU's 
_ry first crew, which last year took DENNIS KAMRAD 
borrowed shell and borrowed oars students in all sorts of disciplines. 
o the ~outhern Regionals at Stone They are sharp. I believe they took 
.v1.ountam, Ga., an~ stroked to a up the sport mainly because it 
·vm over schools with much more offers another area for campus 
irn n~essive l~urels. . . involvement it's a great way to 
SSX, SAE Win 
In IM Basketball 
Sigma Sigma Chi and Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon each won their first 
two contests of the season and 
Alpha Tau Omega enjoyed a 
seven-point lead over arch-rival Tau 
Kappa Epsilon before suspension of 
their game in the first two days of 
intramural fraternity basketball. 
The big game between pre-season 
favorites ATO and SSX was rained 
out this past Wednesday and 
rescheduled for this coming 
Wednesday. The winner of this 
battle could well go on to win the 
fraternity basketball title. The 
TKE-ATO game will also be 
cor:icluded on that day with just 
under three minutes to go. 
contributions in the scoring 
column . 
Against TKE Monday, Akers' 
shooting and all-around play broke 
open a close game late in the 
second half. TKE's Eddie Barks 
flipped in 10 points. 
Trailing 17 -15 after the first 
half, SSX roared away from 
Lambda Chi Alpha in the second. 
Akers and Merrick scored 16 and 
10 respectively to lead the winners. 
In other Monday action, LXA 
romped over Chi Phi, 37-10, behind 
Neil Howard's 16 markers, while 
SAE used a balanced attack to 
subdue Tau Epsilon Phi, 36-23. 
lri Naval Open 
FTU's wrestling team, 2- -1 
before yesterday's encounter with 
East Stroudsberg, will participate in 
tomorrow's O~lando Naval Training 
Center Open. The meet is an 
AA U-sponsored even. 
Notre Dame's squad, still in the 
Sunshine State following their 
Wednesday match with the 
Univ~rsity of Florida, will be 
among those participating. 
Next Thursday, assistant coach 
John Rouse will take a contingent 
of FTU wrestlers down to Fort 
Lauderdale for a meet with three 
junior college squads -- Farmingdale 
Community College (Long Island, 
N. Y.), Brevard CC and Miami-Dade 
South Junior College. Main 
participants for FTU will be those 
wrestlers who haven't been 
wrestling much in dual meet 
competition. 
The next action for the Knights' 
full squad will be Saturday, Jan. 20, 
against both Florida State and 
Florida A&M in a tri-meet in 
Tallahassee. 
Campus Glances 
OUTING CLUB Kamrad is the first to admit that build up physically and also 
crew is not an over-whelming crowd because it's just different." 
pleaser in this area of the country. How different can be seen 
The members of the team are their readily on those early morning runs 
own cheering section for the most on the Jake. with Kamrad urging on 
part. "It's a lot of hard work, his charges · with every flash of the 
High-scoring Doug Akers (29 
points in two games) has led SSX 
over TKE 32-25, and LXA 34-21 
Ron Chesser, Phil Merrick and To. 
Smith have also made significant 
A surprisingly low-scoring affair 
Tuesday saw SAE down stubborn 
Kappa Sigma, 21-18. 
Th e ,.. TO-TKE battle 
The Outing Club will meet 11 
was a.m. Thursdays in EN 306. 
Details on the next weekend 
outing will be discussed. (Continued on Page 11) 
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Knights face P. Beach Atlantic Saturday at L. Highland 
fTU falls to RPI in Triple Overtime 
To lose is not a pleasant thing. 
Some coaches try to pass off a loss 
positively, but most coaches will 
tell you a win beats anything that 
comes in second. 
Last Saturday night, FTU came 
in second to Rensselaer Poly Tech 
in a 69-66 loss which took three 
overtimes to decide. And there w~ 
nothing positive about this loss. 
For one thing just the way the 
Knights did lose was disheartening. 
Ahead by 1(} points; with nine 
minutes left, Rensselaer was 
successfully freezing the ball. FTU 
started putting more pressure on 
Rensselaer and finally went to a full 
court press. Slowly, very slowly, 
FTU began to chip away at the lead 
until Pete Haas tied it up for FTU 
with 1:55 left in the game. 
But it was in the overtime that 
FTU got cold at the wrong time 
and the wrong place. A last second 
tip in the first overtime by John 
Smith went all around the rim but 
By Larry McCorkle 
Sports Editor 
failed to fall through. former FI'U player who left FTU 
Both teams fro-ze the .ball during for personal reasons. 
the second and third overtimes, and John Smith has been the most 
the game was ultimately decided by consistent all-around performer to 
free throws by Rensselaer's Ed date for FTU, and he will be 
Junkis. After such an inspired backed up by top scorers Mike 
comeba<;k ·effort, the loss was Clark and Arnett Hall. 
especially frustrating because it left 
the Knights with a 6-4 record .. ••••••••••• 
instead of 7-3 .and the next FTU 
game would be a Wednesday 
encounter with Memphis State. 
Coach Clark summarized the 
game neatly. "I saw a Mike Clark 
drive almost go in that would have 
won it; I saw a John Smith tip-in go 
in and out that would have won it; 
I saw us come back with the pre~ •••••••••1m111 
four times; and I saw us lose." 
Clark quickly added, 
"Rensselaer's got a good team." 
This Saturday at Lake Highland 
Prep, the Knights take on an always 
tough Palm Beach Atlantic squad. 
A point to note; one of Atlantic's 
starting guards is Willie Gibson, a 
On Wednesday, FTU will play 
Ft. Lauderdale University also at 
Lake Highland. Ft. Lauderdale is 
paced by 6-8 Angelo Kelley and 6-5 
forward Gary Dippold. The school 
has eight returning letterman from 
l?st year's 10-7 team. 
Collegiate CIVITAN 
UlJ@~ [9.20ITD~ 
11 AM-THURSDAY-JAN 18 . make 
ANY STUDENT INTERESTED PLEASE things 
better 
COME OR CALL PAT SMITH AT 
678-2727 
LIVE IN CONCERT Pick up your tickets at the V.C. Main Desk NOW! 
Friday, Jan. 19 8:30 p.m. 
V.C. Assembly Room Students: $1.50 ---IN ADVANCE 
I . (• t'.i!G q 1.6 $4.00--AT DOOR "Bri~$,¥~w: oWp ~~nk~t anetboogie. - wc0.ogie-!'' ·I General Public: $4.00 
FrU'S MIKE Clark dribbles past Rensselaer's Ed Juknis in second half 
action in Saturday's 69-66 triple overtime loss to RPI. Juknis led RPI in 
scoring with 24 points. (Photo by Herky Cush) 
Soccer Team Hosts· Tourney 
On Saturday, Jan. 20, the FTU soccer team will hold the first annual 
Florida Technological University Invitational Soccer Tournament. 
The tournament is the brainchild of FTU Coach Jim Rudy and will 
feature four of the finest high school soccer teams in Florida. Winter Park, 
Miami Central, Miami Coral Park and Jacksonville's Bishop Kenny wilJ vie 
for the championship trophy in the all-day affair. 
Five high school All-Americans will participate in the tournament 
which is designed to increase soccer interest in Central Florida and 
improve the soccer program at Fl'U. 
GREAT EXPECTATIONS. 
A Unique Boutique for Men & Women. 
140 W. Fairbanks 
Winter Park 
Gale-Ward & Winchester 0 Inc . 
. · 19 E. Broadway PO Box 698 
Oviedo, Florida 32765 
Phone 365-5656 
AUTO HOME LIFE 
Harvey H. Winchester, Agent 
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Take a look around, 
notice the many 'S · 
of peojJle .iii ·Greek 
• • orgamlJlttons. 
lfJ~'ve. got a friend. . 
' 
. . 
·SIGN-UP . CONVOCATION 
V.C,KIOSK . 
15-19.lan • . 
9A.M. -
3P.M. 
11-12A.M. 
16Jan. 
V.C Assembly Rms. 
B andC . · 
.. 
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HaSFootball Gone too Far? Weightlifters Host 
Saturday Match 'No Names', 'Over the Hillers'? 
Super Bowl VII will explode in 
all of its splendor and finery on 
Sunday. And millions of boob-tube 
addicted football fans will prop 
their tortured eyes in the direction 
of their television sets one last time. 
The game will unfortunately be 
anticlimactic, for every man, woman 
and child in America has been 
saturated to the point of absurdity 
with facts and statistics on the 
Miami Dolphins and Washington 
Redskins. 
The "No-name Defense" will try 
to contain the "Over the Hill Gang" 
while Butch Cassidy and the 
Sundance Kid will try to ride with 
"Mercury" Morris down the field to 
claim revenge for their "whipping" 
they suffered in Super Bowl VI. 
Sports fans are, indeed, 
subjected to the highest degree of 
slang garbage and the lowest 
amount of honest, in-depth 
re orting. 
In the first Monday night 
t · · : t of the season, Howard 
Oas. ·· the man who tells it like it 
is, and, contrary to public belief, 
does not own a pet rat, said of 
Washington's defense, "They are 
like a rubber -band They bend, but 
don't break." 
Harbage! Washington's defense is 
- MERCIER 
-· FUJI 
ATALA 
By Shelby Strother. 
just a bunch of cagey veterans who Redskin to reach the exalted 
cut down enemy runners at the line plateau. 
of scrimmage for the bread. They're The play in the trenches 
only in it for the money. 0. J. "no-man's land" where th; 
Simpson snapped their rubber offensive and d~fensive lines 
bands for 149 yards and two mercilessly crash into each other? 
touchdowns after the Redskins had The quarterbacks? Pfaying 
already clinched their spot in the conditions? The kicking game? 
FTU's Weightlifting Club hosts the Florida Invitational Weightlifting 
Meet Saturday at the Village Center Assembly Room. The lifting starts at 
11 a.m. and will end around 6 p.m. 
Florida's best lifters will be present. Teams from Florida State 
University, University of Florida and Miami-Dade as well as various 
A.A. U. teams will be represented. The 22 lifters invited will compete in 
the two-hand snatch and the two-hand clean and jerk. The two-hand press 
was recently eliminated from competition due to difficulty in judging 
that lift. playoffs. Find out yourself. I've had it. 
Miam~w~dth~n~nam~ I'mg~~to~tt~ ~~n~and~-----------------~-----~ 
has succeeded in making such watch Grindle's Jungle Theater for .---------------------------
names as Buoniconti, Den Herder, achange. 'i Tennis \1 'Crew Club 
Fernandez, Csonka and Yepremian .------------ \ · 
practically household words. In tramurals (Continued from Page 8) (continued from Page 8) 
Cosell's sidekick, Dandy Don 
Meredith, talks about momentum / (Continued .from Page 8) Besides tournament prize money, on another, newer 8-man shell, or 
in football. You don't need much '------------"there is the prospect of traveling to even a 4-man. He also would like to 
incentive besides the nearly scheduled to resume this afternoon diffe_rent. p~s 0~ the world on a get the green light from "someone 
$25,000 each player will receive as at 4 with 2:50 left to go and ATO ~e~ms crrcu~t. Mike finds the idea who owns property. there" to move 
Super Bowl champs to get "up" for leading 36-29. TKE had managed to q1:11te appealmg especially since both .the workouts from Lake Fairview 
the game. match ATO bucket-for-bucket until his brothers have played the to Lake Howell a much more 
So, who will win "THE BIG just before the game was called due European tennis circuit during the convenient spot 'for students. A 
GAME?'' A look at the records will to darkness. summer. . . . motorboat to use while coaching 
support the Dolphins who went Then behind brothers Larry and Commentmg about tenms m would be a blessing also he points 
h South Africa, Mike says "more girls out. ' t rough the entire season without Rich Johnston, who were virtually 
k . play tennis there than here." He says 
.
nowing "the agony of _defeat," as their team's entire offensive output, th 
J M 17 at in the U.S. there are more Meanwhile, the stroke is picking 1m c :-..ay so tritely puts it. Will ATO began to pull away. Larry, 
age determine it? If so, the who got a hot hand in the second tournament-level players but this is up. because of the added incentive of 
Dolphins are spring chickens half, had 18 points while Rich prize money. The FTU crew schedule for the 
compared to the Redskins. netted 11 and the rest of the team H b Mike, who chose FTU as the upcoming season begins in March, 
ow a out the runners? The seven. Barks again was leading his school at which to show his tennis when they meet Morris Harvey 
Dolphins. had. two backs (Cso!1ka squad, which he also coaches, with credentials, speaks highly of varsity {Charleston, w. Va.) on Lake 
and Moms) gam l,OOO yards apiece nine. Both Larry Johnston and tennis coach Dr. Alexander Wood Maitland. They then go to the 
while Larry Brown was the only Barks hit consistently 18-20feet. who recruited him. "He has the Miami Invitational, Florida 
. ·-LIBERIA 
amazing power to bring up your Championships, the Southern 
spirits." He adds that Coach Wood is Intercollegiate in Atlanta and the 
a firm believer that tennis is 90 per Small College Championships in 
cent "mental" or in the head. For Philadelphia in May. In between, 
this reason, he has been absorbing Kamrad expects to pick up races 
more than his share of the tennis with other Florida colleges and --~~~ - FALCON 
1. Living in the Past 
by Jethro Tull 
-2. Rockin' Pneumonia 
by Johnny Rivers 
3. Sweet Surrender 
by Bread 
4. Sitting 
by Cat Stevens 
6401m BOX 25.640 ORLANDO FLORIOA PH: 275·2840 
6. Dialogue-Parts 1 & 2 
by Chicago 
7. And You And 1--Part 1 
by Yes 
8. Superfly 
by Curtis Mayfield 
9. Dancing In The Mooniight 
by King Harvest 
strategy. universities. 
~
• 
DRUG STORE 
OVIEDO SHOPPING CENTER 
OPEN 9 A.M. - 8 P.M. MON. - SAT. 
Just a few minutes from F. T.U. 
I 
w1.w 
l&#kA.ll!RICHI 
W+M@M 
WELCOME F.T.U. STUDENTS AND FACULTY! 
We are here to serve your needs for 
Better Health -- Cosmetics - Beauty Aids. 
Greeting Cards -- Photo Supplies - Gifts 
Fountain Open 9 a.m. -- 6 p.m. 
Just a hop, skip and 
jump from FTU! 
5. Me &Mrs. Jones 640 AM 10. You Ought to be with Me 
by Billy Paul by Al Green 
Most people think that AM radio is dead 
especiall_y in the dor111s because AM is not 
clear and is therefore hard to pick up and 
because AM has far too 111an_y com111ercials. 
Therefore these sa111e people sa_y that FM is 
the onl_y answer because of its clearer signal 
and fewer co111111ercials. -
BUFFALO CHIPS! 
WFTU AM is free of static is Jhe strongest 
signal on ca111pus and has fewer commercials 
than an_y FM station ever drea111ed of having~ 
. h I Turn us o-. we'll do t e sa111e for you... § 
that's WFTU radio 640 AMI ~ 
~
Phone 365-3272 Member FDIC Oviedo~ Fla. 
IT'S A BIG PUT-ON! 
Merrill's Men's Wear Factory Outlet 641-1108 
807 W. Fairbanks -Across from Holler Chevrolet-
Double Knit Trousers Designers Ties 
Values to $29.95, priced from $12.95 Values to $9.50, priced from $4.98 
Men's Dress or Sport Shirts Belts 
Values to $14.00, priced from $4.98 Values to $8.50, priced $3.98 · $4.98 
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- · -~ We Have the ~ I L(lrgest Student Quarters Available Now! I 
~ · No Waiting! ~ 
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· § ·· · : > llitectly b~posite . Mai_n Entrance FTU ~ I .. . '. . . . ' . . PHONE(305) 273-2720 I 
~ 831-1222 ~ 
- -
-
- -
- -
- = 
= -~ I & 2 BEDROOM COMPLETELY ~ 
- -
-
- -, . 
. - -~ · FURNl.SHED APARTMENTS ~ 
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- -
5 **********************************~*****5 i *SWIMMING POQL (THE ONLY ONE IN THE AREA) · ~ 
~ *SPECIAL 12 MONTH PLAN . ~ 
~ •TRASH REMOVAL, SEWER & WATER INCLUDED . ~ · 
-§ •NO LEASES (30 DAY NOTICE TO VACATE REQUIRED) ~ 
~ •ALL RENTS DUE IN ADVANCE ON THE 1st ~ 
- . = ~ •COIN LAUNDRY.& PAY PHONE ON PREMISES 5 
- =· § · •CENTRAL HEAT AND Al R CONDITIONING ~ 
- -
= = ! "THESE APARTMENTS HAVE NO . ! · 
= 1;a· -
- -~ CONNECTIONS WITH ANY OTHER ~ 
= = ~ BUILDINGS IN THE AREA · ~ 
- . -
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- -~ . FOR RENTALS TALK TO · ~ 
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- -
. ~ W.M.LYNCH MANAGER ~ 
- -
- -5 MAIN FFICE~ l2017 SOLON DRIVE, ORLANDO, FLORIDA -
-
-
